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What if? Bulls v Spurs 1999 NBA Finals

I was watching a Bulls v Spurs game from late in the 1998 NBA Season recently and I couldn't help but
wonder what if the Bulls had stayed together following the 1998 NBA season?  What if Jerry Krause hadn't
made one of the worst mistakes in sport history by getting almost the whole team and coaching staff off side
and deciding to rebuild?  Would the Bulls have met the Spurs in the 1999 NBA Finals?

Michael Jordan has stated that the biggest regret of his career was the way that it ended in Chicago. He
wanted to keep going and winning as many championships as he could until someone beat them. The Bulls
team were coming off three straight championships and seasons in which they won 72, 69 and 62 games.  If
they were to have been able to keep Phil Jackson, they could have essentially brought back their core group of
players for the 1999 season.  

But Phil knew before the 1998 season started that it would be the last dance. Years of tensions with Jerry
Krause had come to a head and Krause already had his sights set on Tim Floyd to be the next Bulls head
coach. Over the years, Krause had also managed to get his two most valuable players off side, firstly by
devoting his efforts to signing Toni Kukoc rather than re-signing Scottie Pippen in the early 90s. Then, as
Michael Jordan vividly recalled in his Hall of fame speech, Krause famously stated that “organisations win
championships”, not players. Unfortunately for Krause, he will probably be most remembered for these
mistakes rather than the man who drafted Pippen, Horace Grant and Toni Kukoc and signed Dennis Rodman.

But enough about the politics of it all and on to the basketball. If the Bulls had stayed together, could they have
won the Eastern Conference again and advanced to play the Spurs in the Finals?

So how would the Bulls have looked in the 1999 season? Firstly, had they re-signed Phil Jackson, I believe
Jordan, Pippen and Rodman would all have returned for the 1999 season.  I also believe that Steve Kerr and
Luc Longley would have returned as well as Toni Kukoc, Ron Harper and Bill Wennington, who were still in
contract for the 1999 season.  This means that the core group that won 72 games just two seasons ago would
be intact for the 1999 season. 
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The 1999 season was shortened by the lockout and the lockout meant a shorter training camp. Having a group
of veterans that had played together for the last three seasons and knew the system would have greatly
benefited the Bulls in the shortened season. The older players on the Bulls may also have benefited from the
shorter season, two months shorter than the standard NBA season.

Although the Bulls won an impressive 62 games during the 1997-98 season, that number is actually quite
deceptive. The Bulls were without Pippen for the first 35 games of the season and were 24-11 during those
games.  Their record was much worse than that in the first month of the season, staring 8-7 in their first 15
games.

Following Pippen's return, the bulls went an impressive 38-9, which equates to a 67 win season over the
course of 82 games.  They easily won the first two rounds of the playoffs, sweeping New Jersey in three
games and then beating Charlotte in 5. However, in the Conference Finals against the Indiana Pacers the
Bulls looked vulnerable for the first time in years. Of course, they did manage to defeat Indiana in 7 games
then beat Utah in 6 games after losing a 3-1 lead in game 5 in Chicago. 

Based on the Bulls record from the 1998 season, the Bulls would have won 37-38 games in the 50 game 1999
regular season which would have secured top spot in the Eastern Conference.  However, if you look at the
Bulls record for after Pippen returned from injury, the Bulls would have won 40 games.  But working on the
assumption that the Bulls wouldn’t have improved their record from the previous season, they still would have
finished first in the Eastern Conference winning 37-38 games. The top three teams in the East in 1999 were
the Heat, Magic and Pacers, each winning 35 games. 

Interestingly, had the Bulls made the playoffs in 1999, the Eastern Conference Champion from that year would
not have even made the playoffs.  The Knicks finished eighth in the Eastern Conference in 1999.  In order to
reach the Finals, the Knicks beat the 1st seed Heat, 4th seed Hawks and 2nd Seeded Pacers.

Had the Bulls finished first in the East, they likely would have played the Milwaukee Bucks in the First round. 
The bucks had not beaten the bulls in 3 years, the Bulls winning all 12 games.  It is hard to see the Bulls losing
a game against the Bucks in the first round of the playoffs.
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 The Bulls would then have faced the Orlando Magic or the Atlanta Hawks and would have dispatched them
without much difficulty.  In the 1999 Playoffs, the Magic lost in the first round to the 6th seeded 76ers.  The
Hawks were swept in the second round by the 8th seeded Knicks.  The Bulls had completely dominated both
teams in previous years with an 11-2 record against the Hawks and a 9-3 record against the Magic.  The Bulls
had defeated both the Magic (4-0 in 1996 with Shaquille O’Neal) and the Hawks (4-1 in 1997) in the playoffs.

The Bulls then would have played one of their opponents from the previous two eastern conference finals - the
Miami Heat or the Indiana Pacers.  The Bulls won 14 of 19 games against the Heat in the past three seasons,
including a 4-1 victory in the 1997 Eastern Conference Finals.  They won 2 of 3 games against them in 1997-
98 season. 

The Indiana Pacers would have been a tougher challenge for the Bulls.  Although the Bulls had won 9 of the
last 12 regular season games against the Pacers, the Bulls were forced to 7 games by the Pacers in the 1998
Eastern Conference Finals.  However, the 1999 Pacers lost to the eighth placed Knicks in the Conference
Finals and were not as strong as they were in 1998. It would have been a tough series, but I believe the Bulls
would have won.
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The 1999 NBA Finals against the San Antonio Spurs would have been a great series.  It is often argued that
the Bulls never faced a team with a dominant center in the Finals, missing out on Olajuwon in 1994 and 1995,
David Robinson in 1999 and Shaq in 2000.  Of course, the Bulls did have to face Ewing, Shaq, Mutombo and
Mourning in the Eastern Conference Playoffs and defeated each of them.

Home court advantage may have been an important factor in the 1999 Finals.  The Spurs finished with a 37-13
record in 1999 and possibly may have had home court advantage against the Bulls in the Finals.  The team
which had home court advantage may have come down to the only meeting in the Regular Season meeting
between the teams on 14 February 1999 at the United Centre in Chicago.  The Spurs actually won that game
by 13 points against the Jordan-less Bulls.  However, if the Bulls had won that game, the Spurs win total would
have been 36 games that season and the Bulls would have held the tie break had the two teams finished with
the same regular season record.  Given that the Bulls were 115-8 at the United Centre in the previous 3
seasons, it is likely that the Bulls would have won that matchup.

The 1999 Spurs team was comprised mostly of the same players as the 1997-98 Spurs.  The key players Tim
Duncan, David Robinson, Sean Elliot, and Avery Johnson all returned from the 1998 team.  They did add
Mario Elie and Antonio Daniels who were important contributors to the 1999 Championship team.

The Bulls swept both games against the Spurs in 1997-98; winning in Chicago by 4 in double overtime and in
San Antonio by 10.  

The early season game in Chicago was played without Scottie Pippen and the Bulls needed Jordan to hit a 3
pointer at the buzzer to send it into overtime.  Jordan scored 29 points and Robinson and Duncan had 21 and
19 points respectively.

Interestingly, the game in San Antonio the Bulls played without Luc Longley and the Bulls started a small
lineup of Jordan, Pippen, Kukoc, Rodman and Harper against the Spurs Twin Towers.  Robinson dominated
the game with 35 points, but Duncan was held to 14 points by Dennis Rodman’s defence.  Jordan and Kukoc
scored 30 and 21 points respectively and the Bulls won quite easily.

The great shot blocking of Robinson and Duncan could have caused problems for the Bulls, but by the 1998
season the Bulls were very much a perimeter orientated team.  The triangle offense almost always gave the
Bulls good opportunities to score from the perimeter and also would not have allowed Duncan and Robinson to
place close to the rim on defence.  The strength of the Bulls centers, Longley and Wennington, was their
medium range jump shots, which would have drawn Duncan and Robinson away from the rim.

Michael Jordan: Owning the Michael Jordan: Owning the ……
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Posted by Jxn23 at 20:56 

The Spurs may actually have had more trouble scoring than the Bulls.  The Bulls almost never double teamed
dominant post players, leaving Rodman and Longley to defend Duncan and Robinson one on one.  The Bulls
were more focused on shutting down the other perimeter players to make sure that they did not get open 3
point attempts and Jordan, Pippen and Rodman were three of the greatest perimeter defenders ever. The
Spurs only averaged 84.8 points per game in the 1999 Finals against the Knicks, who were an inferior team
defensively to the Chicago Bulls. 

It may have come down to the fact that the Spurs just did not have anyone that could stop Jordan.  Jordan
always raised his game in the Finals, with a career average of 33.6 points per game in the Finals and
Robinson and Duncan’s great interior shot blocking would have been negated by Jordan’s outstanding
perimeter jump shots.

The Spurs couldn’t beat the Bulls in the 1998 season and there is no reason to believe that they could have in
the 1999 season.  I think the Bulls would have won in 6, but it would have been a great series.  

11 comments:

Dbreiden83080 30 March 2020 at 11:02

Spurs likely win that series. Jordan retired at the right time, even though he did not want to retire. Biggest factor was
Pippen's health which went far downhill after 1998. Look at Pippen in 1999.. He was lousy.. In fact he was injured the whole
98 postseason run. Spurs were too good on D inside with David and Tim. Duncan was going to eat up an Old Rodman down
low. And David would feast as well.. Jordan could do this thing, but not enough IMO. Spurs in 6 or 7..
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Reply

Eric 29 April 2020 at 09:59

NBA often comes down to matchups. The Bulls could do something the Spurs couldn't match easily, effectively going small
ball and nullifying old Robinson in the process. If Rodman plays 5 and Kukoc small ball 4 with Jordan, Pippen and Harper as
the 1-2-3 in whatever order you prefer...I just don't see how the matchups ultimately work in San Antonio's favor defensively.
At least one of the bigs is chasing a stretch player. So Robinson probably has to come off. The bulls would still have the best
player and third best player on their team in the series. Are Mario Elie and Sean Elliott getting anything close to the looks
they got vs Pippen and Jordan? Unlikely. Bulls in 6.

Reply

Unknown 11 May 2020 at 17:50

Remember also, this was the lockout season and the season was shortened to just 50 games. A rested veteran Bulls team
with almost everyone back, I couldn't bet against them, and especially Michael, getting back to another NBA Finals. That said
though, I would have to say SA in 6 over Chicago. As good as Michael was, it would be the interior play of Duncan and the
Admiral being too much vs an aging Rodman, and remember SA and Rodman didn't leave on the best of terms either. SA
would know how to deal with Rodman on the interior.
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Unknown 11 May 2020 at 18:03

My previous comment was based on SA having the Home Court. If the Bulls were to have had the Home Court vs SA on that
series, Chicago would have won in 7 games.
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Unknown 20 May 2020 at 16:50

I think ppl are comparing what the 98 Bulls team did and not focusing on the reality of what happened to the players after
the 98 season. Rodman only played a total of 42 games in the last of his career after the 98 season. Thats not even a full
lockout season. He was checked out.. not only that in 98 Malone owned him. If he couldn't handle Malone.. he wasn't going to
handle the finals MVP in Duncan that yr. Also.. Pippen was a mess. The lockout season may have helped him a little bit.. but
he only averaged 14 pts that season being the 2nd best player on that Houston team behind the Dream. He just wasn't the
same player. Duncan was fresh. Yes Robinson was older.. but still played very well. I just think if you look at what the players
did 99 after that Bulls yr. I dont see how they beat the Spurs even if they were together.

Reply

Unknown 20 May 2020 at 19:59

I simulated that series as well. You have to remember Utah pushed them to 6 games in back to back years, and in the latter
(1998), Indiana pushed them to the limit in the East. With a shorter schedule (50 games in 1999), they would still steamroll
through the East and get back to the Finals. SA was much different than Utah. A young Duncan and the Admiral were in their
prime. That Bulls team was getting long in the tooth age wise. MJ 35, Rodman 38 (come the playoffs), Pippen 34, Longley 31,
Harper 35, Wennington 36. Duncan and Robinson would have been the difference down low, as great as MJ and Pippen were
in big moments. Rodman in that series (hypothetical) v SA, would have been done. Spurs in 5, even with Chicago having the
Home Court in that series.
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JRT 3 June 2020 at 05:39

Not a chance, the Bulls would beat the Spurs in 6 at the most in 1999. If you're going by how match ups went then
you missed something big. The Utah Jazz easily handled the San Antonio Spurs in 5 games in 1998 in the WCSF.
The same Utah Jazz that the Bulls took out in 6 games 2 years in a row. The Bulls were still dominating despite
their core players aging. With relative health it's easy to see the Bulls would have won 4 straight against the
Spurs. Rodman and company did a very good job at shutting down Duncan and company. From 1995 through
1998 the Bulls dominated the Spurs beating them in all 6 games they faced each other in. Also, the 1999 Knicks
were not nearly as good as the great Knicks team that the Bulls took out a handful of times in the 90s.  
 
An aging yet still very good Bulls team beat the Spurs in 6.
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September 2020 at 16:00

never trust wikimedia/wikipedia aka wiki-PEDO-ia, it's cheap "encyclopedia": 
wikipediasucks.co
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September 2020 at 16:04

national basketball 1999 lockout, mj 42 / 56 games, no 1998/99 season but only 1999!!! 
42 games would mean each team plays each other twice plus once in opposite conference. 50 games was played, they
could have added 6 more games so no team is ignored. that was crippled season where money talked. Unfortunateky, usa is
about money n pussy where businesses thrive on human misery: building jails n pharmaceutical drugs in particular. mj cut
his finger n was not able to play until late february as succinctly explained: e n c y c l o p e d i a s u p r e m e.org/MJ2000.TXT
this d have been mj's 7th heaven, 4th straight. He could also have had 11th scoring title. Bulls would remain champions until
2000, thus 1990-2000 champions. Finals would gather meaning over time because duncan's spurs eventually became
legendary going into playoffs in every season for well over 20 years, champions until 2014.
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!+!!THE ETERNAL TRUTH ON WIKI-PEDO-IA, WIKISCUM, WIKIHYPOCRITES, WIKILOWLIFES, WIKINOBODIES, ETC!!!+ 28 February
2021 at 09:47

Spurs, Championship Years: 1999-2014, there was no 1998/1999 season, just 1999 season!
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